
From Mrs Irwin— It is not often that I am lost for 

words, but this week I certainly was! When I thought of 

the ‘Great Oxspring British Bake Off’ idea (as part of our 

celebration of British Food Fortnight) I did not anticipate 

the absolutely incredible involvement by so many families! 

We had an amazing 90 entries to the competition and 

what a superb standard they were! I am certainly glad that 

I did not have to judge! Many thanks to Mrs Taylor (owner 

of Home Cooking) and Mr Sparks (owner of Bank View 

Café) who did have the ‘unenviable’ job of judging and 

also for offering a baking workshop to all of our winners! 

Further details of the bake off can be seen over leaf. Many 

thanks to everyone for supporting us with the bake off 

sale, which raised a fabulous £225 towards our PTA 

project ‘Programming Pupils—Making IT Happen’! Once 

more, another brilliant example of what a fantastic 

community we have at Oxspring! Wishing you a lovely 

weekend—I hear that the sun may be out for us! Fingers 

crossed. 

DIWALI — On Monday, we were 

visited by Mr Hardeep Sahota who told us 

all about Diwali in assembly. He shared 

photographs of the festival of light with the children and 

explained the story of Rama and Sita. He also explained 

some of  the customs and traditions which take place during 

the festival. Many thanks to Mrs Simpson for introducing us 

to Mr Sahota. 

CLASS 3 GREEK SALAD 
MAKING— Oxspring Primary 
School has definitely been overtaken 
by the cookery bug! Class 3 had an 
exciting afternoon of Greek Salad 
making last week, as part of their topic work. Mrs Taylor 
very kindly came in to work with the children to make the 
traditional recipe and gave the children a chance to explore 
the different ingredients. The verdict was ’delicious’! It was 
a definite thumbs up from Lily M, Scarlett and Ryan C 
above!  

PTA UPDATE — We hope to see you later today at 

our  PTA meeting at 2.30pm (in the staff room)! It would be 

fantastic to see some of our new starter parents there too! 

If you are keen to be involved in the PTA, but are unable to 

make the meeting please contact the school office for 

further details.  

EXCELLENT LEARNERS  (13.10. 17) 

Meet our excellent learners who should be very 

proud of their achievements. The teachers  choose 

one child for showing a positive attitude towards 

learning in any aspect of the curriculum, as  well as 

a second child for being a ‘hot shot writer’ (HSW). 

The HSW award goes to children who have shown 

excellent effort and progress in their writing, along with an impressive 

application of writing skills. 

Class 1:  Hugh G—For  excellent independent writing! (HSW) 

Eliza A— For her quick recall of number bonds 

Class 2: : Joseph R—For  trying so hard in all his writing (HSW) 

George H— For determination in PE! 

Class 3:  Brook K—For trying hard to meet her writing target! 

(HSW) 

Amy W —For excellent work in maths 

Class 4: Ila F—For superb work in all her writing! (HSW) 

Eddie S —For superb participation in Spanish!  

Class 5:   Annabelle W—For a superb non chronological report 

about New York!  (HSW) 

Jack H—For making an excellent start to the year in all areas, 

including writing !  

ATTENDANCE— Well done to Class 1 

for  achieving the highest attendance  of 100 % 

last week! Superb Class 1! Class 2 came very 

close with 99.7% , followed  by Class 4 with 94% and Class 5 with 

93%. Finally Class 2 achieved 91.9% 

 

JUNIOR ROAD SAFETY 
OFFICERS (JRSOs) —As we 
head towards November in just a 
couple of weeks, our Junior Road 
Safety Officers would like to raise 

the importance of  road safety over the winter months with 
the message ‘Be Bright, Be Seen’. The children are invited 
to come to school dressed as brightly as possible on 
Tuesday 17th October to support the JRSOs in sharing their 
message.  Mrs Wright and the JRSos will lead a special 
assembly on Tuesday morning and the children will be 
encouraged to share what they learn with family members. 
We look forward to seeing the fluorescent  clothes and 
bright colours around school on Tuesday!  
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ROVING REPORTERS  

Class 1  -  In Class 1 they have been finding loads of 

different letters in the sandpit. Also they have been floating boats 
in the water tray! You won’t believe it but they have been 
decorating Christmas cards to be sent for printing!   In addition, 
they have been reading about the Zog story which includes a red 
dragon. After they had read the story, they have been retelling the 
story in a Zog small world tray, as well as making golden stars. 
Class 1 have also been making cures for diseases like toe rot, fizzles 
and lots more!  (By Chloe & Molly) 

 
Class 2  - This week, Class 2 had fun with 1 more and 1 less for 

maths work. Furthermore, the  class have been happily writing 

about Jim and the Beanstalk. Interestingly, Class 2 have had a blast 

getting into the shape of a rocket in PE!  Surprisingly, Class 2 have 

been jolly 2 months early by making Christmas Cards for parents to 

buy in December!  (By Thomas K) 

Class 3  - Class 3 have been writing about Medusa in English. 

They have also been exploring the use of inverted commas in their 
grammar work. In maths they have been subtracting ten from a 
range of numbers. They enjoyed making Greek salad in topic., 
which was delicious! The children also loved making magnet paper
-chains in science. They said it was really good fun! Finally, in art, 
they have completed some great sketches of Medusa and have 
been designing and making some fabulous medals. They have also 
been creating the most fantastic Christmas cards. What an exciting 
week. (By Jessica B and Rosie B) 

Class 4  -  During English work, Class 4 have been exploring the 

story of Icarus and Daedelus and the King Midas story. They have 

been counting from 1 to 20 in Spanish! Eddie was brilliant at it in 

excellent learning assembly! In PE they have practised running, 

jumping and throwing. Throughout topic work, they have 

answered questions regarding Greece. (By Macen and Rowern) 

Class 5  -  This week, in English Class 5 have been writing 

personification poems. They have been using descriptive language 

and personification to describe a household object! On Thursday, 

Class 5 also wrote a magical story for their assessment book. They 

have been investigating magic squares and long division problems 

in maths. Also , (even though it isn’t anywhere near Christmas) 

they have been doing their Christmas cards ,ready to send off. 

Class 5 have been trying to sell their apps which have been voted 

for by the class.  (By Rosie S) 

 
Dates for your diary: 

 Monday 16th October—child photos, families 

welcome from 8.30am 

 Tuesday 17th October is wear something bright! 

 Tuesday17th / Thursday 19th October—Parents’ 

evening.  

 Thursday 19th October Harvest Festival @2pm, 

followed by auction 

 Thursday 26th October is Halloween Disco (6pm for 

new starters only then 6.30pm to 8pm for all other 

children) Further details will follow. 

PUPIL PARLIAMENT— Many thanks to Mrs Heggie 

(Chair of Governors) for writing letters of 

thanks this week to all the children who 

applied for the post of MP (as part of our 

new Pupil Parliament). As the new MPs 

prepare for their first meeting next week, 

Mrs Marsden gave out special lanyards so 

that the class representatives can be easily identified 

around school. As part of pupil voice developments, Mrs 

Marsden and I will also visit Wellgate Primary School to find 

out further details about the ‘Investors in Pupils’ initiative. 

Watch this space for more updates!  

GREAT OXSPRING BRITISH 

BAKE OFF—Many thanks for the 

superb effort which went into our very 

first Oxspring Bake Off. The quality of 

baking was simply superb and made it 

very difficult for the judges. 

Congratulations to everyone who took 

part and to all the parents / carers and family members who 

helped with the baking! Thank you also to everyone for 

coming along to the bake off sale—with some children even 

buying back their own cakes! Please be assured that all the 

money raised will go towards the very worthy IT project. so 

that all our children will benefit. Huge thanks also to the 

judges, staff, parents and PTA members for helping with the 

organisation of the whole event. The winners are as follows: 

Star Bakers: Class 1—Buddy F; Elise M; Class 2—Owen G; 

Violet S; Class 3—Samuel H; Elly E; Class 4—Louie H; 

Connie TF; Class 5—Hugo R; Hana K 

Most Original KS1—Emma J; KS2—

Molly O 

Ultimate Champion—Congratulations 

to Alex E in Class 2! 

Well done to all of our entrants and 

winners! As well as the range of prizes, 

all winners will receive a baking 

workshop from our judges! Many 

thanks for the fantastic photographs too—they will be put 

together as a fantastic portfolio to celebrate the huge 

success of the event. We will also have a compilation of 

photographs in next week’s newsletter. 

I think we can safely say that Oxspring CAN bake!  

 

 

Wishing you a lovely and safe weekend 

from all the staff and governors at 

Oxspring. 

 


